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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

Introduction
SMART Process
Among the inspirations for the SMART process is “design to customer value,”
where products are modified based on a thorough understanding of customers
that allows product developers to eliminate features that do not affect customer
satisfaction while including only the elements and functionality that customers
really appreciate.
The SMART process includes methods to understand product value for the
customer and the user; analyse the cost of components and processes; combine
customer value and cost reduction potentials into feasible, high-value concepts;
and generate prototypes that can be tested with users and customers.
SMART principles
The following working principles are emphasized throughout this process manual:
•	Work closely with users and customers to learn about their actual needs and
wants for new products.
•	Involve company employees from several disciplines and functions throughout the entire process to ensure a broadly understood and supported process.
•	Respect the different points of view held by
•	Internal and external stakeholders.

Product features

Competition

The SMART project is a collaboration between experts and
companies that aims to support
Danish companies by formulating a relevant and feasible
process for product innovation.
The collaboration provides a
combination of competencies
and real development projects.
With the Kata Foundation as
project manager, the stakeholders involved in the project
are experts and consultants
from NNE Pharmaplan, Redacto
Consulting, and the University of
Southern Denmark.
The Department of Management Engineering at Technical
University of Denmark (DTU)
participates in the project as
knowledge partner to synthesize
and develop the process.
The SMART pilot companies are
Bramidan A/S, Gram Commercial A/S, and Kverneland Team
Kerteminde A/S. These companies have gone through the
SMART process on a trial basis,
while a number of other companies have been involved on a
smaller scale.

Customer economy

Customer needs

SMART Stakeholders

!
Good enough point

time

The figure shows how Danish companies have a tendency to over specify
product features, which are not sustainable with customer economy. At the
same time, competitors from emerging markets come closer to meeting the
customers’ actual needs at lower prices.
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What is in this manual?
This manual gives detailed and concrete descriptions of how to implement and complete the SMART process to
achieve product innovation.
The manual includes a short introduction and background to the SMART process but is mainly focused on method
description and implementation. An in-depth description of the background and evaluation of the process can be
found in the accompanying SMART booklet.
Each of the four phases in the SMART process comprises four methods that are described with clear reasons and
instructions in the manual. In addition, templates for certain methods are provided where relevant.
Finally, results expected from completing the SMART process are described as well as tips on how to implement
SMART with existing product development processes in the company.
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SMART process
elements
Because it combines existing methods and approaches into a comprehensive process, the SMART process is markedly
different from other product development processes.
The SMART process is a four-phase process that involves data collection and analysis, generation of concepts, and testing
of concept prototypes. Each phase consists of four methods.

Phase 1
User and
customer research

Phase 2
Cost
analysis

Phase 3
Concept
generation

User observation
Traffic light
Customer interviews
Competitor landscape

Product teardown
Cost analysis
Analysis input mapping
Product search frame

Analysis wrap-up
Idea generation
Idea evaluation
Concept formulation

Phase 4

Prototype user observation

Prototype
testing

Prototype evaluation

Prototype traffic light

Feedback prioritisation
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The SMART process is about getting
insights into user and customer
needs and turning this understanding
into decisions on which features and
functions add value to the product.

A thorough analysis of costs involved
in the entire value chain of existing
products and relevant competitor
products is completed to identify
cost reduction potential.

A set of creative methods is used
to generate new product concepts
based on employing the previous
research and analysis to understand
value-giving features of the product
and their associated costs.

Prototypes of the most promising
concepts are brought back to the
users and customers as proof of
concept and to get feedback for
improvements before manufacturing
investments are made.

CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

Before using the SMART process

How to complete the SMART process

Before starting the process, three important activities
should be completed:

The next parts of the manual go through each of
the four phases of the SMART process. Each phase
consists of four methods, followed by a checklist that
summarizes the activities that need to be completed
before proceeding to the next phase.

1. Identify the product to develop using
the SMART process
	Depending on company strategy, market situation,
and product portfolio, management decides on a
suitable development project that fits the SMART
process.

The SMART process is not intended as a strictly linear
process, and there will always be iterations. However,
each phase of the process is meant to contribute
to the next. Therefore, to get the most out of each
consecutive phase and to make good decisions about
the product under development, we recommend
completing the methods so each part of the checklist
can be ticked off before proceeding to the next phase.

2. Form the SMART project team
	The SMART project team is central to the successful
execution of the process. The team should consist
of stakeholders from varying functions in the
company—for example, technical development,
production, and sales.

We suggest that before starting the process, the
reader go through the entire manual, taking note of
the outcomes of each phase. This way, the process
can be completed in the most efficient way.

3. Decide on the timeframe for completing
the SMART process
	How long the SMART process should last is decided
between management and the SMART project
team. Experiences from pilot companies suggest
that a well-planned and structured process can be
completed in a few months if prioritized.

Method descriptions
Each method description includes these elements:
• Method outcomes
• Step-by-step activities
• Method advice
• Method evaluation by pilot companies
• People involved
• Materials needed
• Examples or templates
Templates for SMART methods
Throughout the SMART process the manual provides
links to method templates. The templates can be
downloaded in Power Point format by clicking the
link provided. Use the template to fit the current
SMART process step or use it for inspiration.
Each template is numbered by SMART phase and
method [e.g. 02.01.01], and use and print size
information for easy application to the project.

Phases and methods
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1.

Phase 1

User and customer research
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PHASE 1 – User and customer research

1.1
User observation
The first method is about going into the field to observe and talk to the
actual users in the target market. The project leader should participate in
all visits, bringing along different members of the SMART project team.
Below and on the opposite page are step-by-step instructions on how to
complete the method, who to involve, and what material is necessary.

s
Method outcome
w the
• Insight into ho
product is used
g of the
• Understandin
context of use
o documen• Detailed vide
tation

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Meet
users

Record
and observe

Open
questions

Using a handheld video camera,
record and observe users employing
the product. The person not recording
should take notes or make
simple sketches.

Ask the users open questions about
product use and gradually start
asking questions in relation to their
actual actions and movements around
and with the product.

Arrange meetings with three to six
product users in the context of use.
Users of both the company’s existing
product and competing products
should be included.

Method advice
Make sure that users are as
representative as possible of the
target segment for the product
under development.

Method advice
Let the users work with no
interruptions and just observe
– be a fly on the wall.
Note the surroundings and any
other products used in relation
to the observed product.
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Method advice
Avoid “why “questions early, as
they tend to close the dialogue.
Instead, ask users to be concrete
in their answers, using “how” or
“what” questions.

PHASE 1 – User and customer research

Method evaluation by pilot companies
MEDIUM
LOW

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Various SMART project team members
• Product users

Step 4
Review and
select

Materials needed
• Handheld video camera
• Pen and paper for note-taking

Phase 3

Review and choose key video
segments to show the SMART project
team. Follow up on surprising or
interesting observations in later
interviews.

Phase 4

Method advice
Leave enough time for the project team to review and discuss
chosen video segments.
Keep all recorded material as
reference for later use.
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1.2
Traffic light
During the user and customer visits, after the video recordings have been
completed, the participants are asked to fill in the product sheet. This
sheet consists of a picture of an existing product with important details
highlighted. The sheet is used to evaluate and discuss the product.
A template for the product sheet is provided for download.
See the opposite page.

s
Method outcome
e feature
•	Feedback at th
level
ussion with
•	Concrete disc
ers about
sto
users and cu m
lity
product functiona

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Product
sheet

Add coloured
stickers

Discuss
product

Prepare the product sheet with
pictures of the product, including
enlarged product details/features
that are important to the product as
a whole. Prepare to record the entire
session on video.

Ask participants to add green, yellow,
or red stickers to the various product
details. Follow up by asking them to
elaborate on why a specific sticker
color was chosen.

Encourage participants to add written
notes to the sheet to explain why
something is negative or positive.
Engage in a discussion by asking
follow-up questions and probe for
potential improvements to the product.

Method advice
Make the sheet show a product
used by or known to participants.

Method advice
Instruct participants in the
meanings of the sticker colors:
Red for negative, yellow for
neutral, green for positive
aspects of the product.
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Method advice
During this step, it is crucial
to get participants to open up
about product details and make
suggestions on how to improve
the product.

PHASE 1 – User and customer research

Method evaluation by pilot companies
MEDIUM
LOW

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Various SMART project team members
• Product users and customers

Step 4
Review
and collect

Bring product sheets back for the
War Room, as explained later.
Use recordings to add to those found
useful in method 1.1.

Phase 4

Method advice
The video recordings are useful
for later reviewing what participants said about the product and
especially for conveying findings
internally in the company.

Phase 3

Materials needed
• Prepared product sheets for participants
[Template 01.02.01]
• Red, yellow and green stickers
• Handheld video camera
• Pen and paper for note-taking

Template download link:

www.smarterinnovation.org/tl
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1.3
Customer interviews
After visits to users, focus shifts to customers, defined as those people
who are in charge of purchasing the product. Customers are usually
choosing between a number of competing products.
This method provides an open but structured way of discussing the
product with customers and also of focusing on competitors in the market.

s
Method outcome
of value• Identification
atures
giving product fe

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Meet
customers

Bring interview
sheet

Conduct
interview

Arrange meetings with three to six
product customers in the context of
use. Buyers of both the company’s
existing product and competing
products should be included.

Bring a large sheet of paper to spread
over the table to use during the
customer interview.

Start asking questions about the
customer’s experience with the product,
focusing on everything from use to
purchasing and competing products.

Method advice
Do this like in the previous
methods, but this time the
camera can also be placed on
a stand to record the whole
context of the interview.

Method advice
The idea of using the large,
blank sheet of paper is that all
participants, both customer(s)
and interviewers, can write
and draw on the sheet.
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Method advice
Start filling in the sheet with
heading and date of interview to
demonstrate that the customer
can write and draw on it.

PHASE 1 – User and customer research

Method evaluation by pilot companies
MEDIUM
LOW

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Various SMART project team members
• Product customers

Step 4
Encourage
elaboration

Materials needed
• Video camera and stand
• Large, blank sheet of paper, size A0 or similar
• Product sheets (from traffic light exercise)

Phase 3

Encourage the customers to use the
product sheet (repeat the previous
traffic light exercise here) to
elaborate their thoughts on
the product.

Phase 4

Method advice
Ask questions about competing
products to make customers
consider how the products are
similar and different.
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PHASE 1 – User and customer research

1.4
Competitor landscape
As an extension of the customer interview, the competitor landscape matrix
provides a systematic and tangible way of evaluating competing products.
Following the completion of all field visits, the War Room is established to host
a SMART project team meeting for reviewing the findings of the first phase.

s
Method outcome
ritization of
•	Customer prio
features
offered product
competing
•	Comparison to
and
products on price
functionality

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Make the
matrix

Place
product

Add future
developments

Produce a two-by-two matrix with
price and functionality on the axes
and make cutouts to represent
products.

Ask the customers to label the cutouts
with the names of important products
(both yours and competing) and place
them in the matrix.

Redo the landscape with predicted
future developments to make the
customer decide which features are
important and less important. Draw
expected movements in the matrix.

Method advice
Download links to templates are
found on the opposite page.

Method advice
To avoid ending up with all
products placed in the middle
of the matrix, ask the customers
to emphasize the differences
among the products.
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Method advice
Ask the customers to list any
new products that have appeared on the market and give
their general perceptions of
how different competitors have
developed over time.

PHASE 1 – User and customer research

Method evaluation by pilot companies
LOW

Resources spent

LOW

Expertise required

Phase 1

Method materials

Quality of information

Convene in
War Room

When all field visits have been
completed, the SMART project team
convenes to present and discuss
findings from all visits. This is done
in the War Room, where materials
from the activities are kept visible
to support the meeting.

Phase 4

Method advice
During this meeting in the War
Room, make sure to use the
actual materials produced in
the method activities to support
discussion of what gives value
to users and customers.

Phase 3

Materials needed
• Competitor landscape matrix [Template 01.04.01]
•	Cutouts to represent products/manufacturers
[Template 01.04.02]
•	Meeting room or other location to function as
War Room for the rest of the SMART process

Phase 2

Step 4

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Various SMART project team members
• Product customers

Template download links:

www.smarterinnovation.org/cl1
www.smarterinnovation.org/cl2
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PHASE 1 – User and customer research

Check

Phase 1
Checklist
Concluding phase 1
Following the field visits, the SMART project group
gathers to discuss and prioritize the findings. This
should result in a preliminary evaluation of features
and functions of the product that add value for users
and customers. A typical barrier when using this
method to get customer and user statements is that
they can conflict with the established understanding of
the company. However, the SMART process emphasizes
taking seriously any input that may conflict with
company understanding, as this is key to adding the
right value.
War Room
The War Room is an important part of the SMART
process. It acts as the frame for discussions in the
SMART project team about the work in progress.
Furthermore, is it a place where the visual materials
and analyses produced throughout the process are
collected and posted for all to see. This is intended to
support meetings in sticking to concrete findings and
observations.
Therefore, it is important that the War Room is a
permanent room that is available throughout the
project and that is filled up along the way.
Phase outcomes
• Understanding of actual context of product use
•	List of product features and functions as prioritized
by users and customers
•	Establishment of the War Room to frame the
remainder of the SMART process
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Phase 1 checklist

Record user observations

Phase 1

Make field visits to three to six users

Complete traffic light sheets with notes

Make field visits to three to six customers
Record customer visits
Compete interview sheets

Complete competitor landscapes

Phase 2

Complete traffic light sheets with notes

Edit video segments

Establish War Room
Hold phase 1 SMART project team meeting
Present findings

Phase 3

Identify feature and functionality values

Phase 4
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2.

Phase 2
Cost analysis
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PHASE 2 – Cost analysis

2.1
Product teardown
The second phase of the SMART process is about
understanding and analysing costs related to the product.
The phase also focuses on comparing the functional
value to related costs before formulating key design
requirements.

s
Method outcome

ls used, numnding of materia
ta
rs
de
un
d
ile
ta
•	A de
construction
rts, and product
ber of unique pa
g processes used
of manufacturin
•	Identification
competitors
• Insights from

The phase begins by completing a teardown of the
company’s own and competing products.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Procure
products

Do functional
tests

Tear down
products

Purchase or otherwise procure
three or more competing products,
as identified by sales data or field
visits completed in the first
phase of SMART.

Complete and video record functional
tests of competing products for
later reference. Test on features and
functions identified in the first phase
of SMART. Record the results on a
poster for easy reference.

Disassemble products into as many
parts as possible to register materials
used, standard components, and
manufacturing processes.

Method advice
If products are very expensive,
fewer competing products can
be procured.

Method advice
A download link to a template is
provided on the opposite page.

Take photos along the way to
document the steps.

Method advice
Use a room with enough space
to disassemble the products.
Invite people from the production or technical department to
participate.
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Method evaluation by pilot companies
HIGH
MEDIUM

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Compare
products

A download link to a template is
provided on the opposite page.

Phase 4

Method advice
Separate the teardown into
components for a more structured approach (see example on
template).

Phase 3

Compare all products by counting
number of parts, standard
components, functional principles,
and so forth. Collect the results on
a poster for easy reference.

Materials needed
• Company product
• Three or more competing products
• Video camera
• Functional Test poster [Template 02.01.01]
• Photo camera
• Product Analysis poster [Template 02.01.02]

Phase 2

Step 4

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Design and development personnel
• Production and purchasing personnel

Template download links:

www.smarterinnovation.org/ft
www.smarterinnovation.org/pa
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2.2
Cost breakdown
This method focuses on making cost calculations of
products from the teardown. This results in an overview
of costs by component across all products.

s
Method outcome

ch
sociated with ea
rison of costs as
•	Direct compa
ponent level
pro-duct at a com
nctions that
mponents and fu
•	Analysis of co
r cost reduction
have potential fo

The method also allows the setting of cost-reduction
targets by learning from competing products.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Break down
product cost

Calculate
component costs

Note cost-reduction
potential

Break down the cost of each product
by material cost, tooling, man
hours, standard components,
assembly, and so on.

Calculate and assign costs to product
components. Record the results on
a poster to generate an overview of
costs at a component level.

Determine the cost-reduction potential
for each component by comparing to
costs of competitor products.

Method advice
Use knowledge from both
development and production,
supported by ERP systems, for
example, to estimate costs.

Method advice
A download link to a template is
provided on the opposite page.
Display the poster and other
relevant material in the War
Room to support the next steps
of the method.
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Method advice
In the War Room, make sure
to have representatives from
at least project management,
development, and production.

PHASE 2 – Cost analysis

Method evaluation by pilot companies
HIGH
MEDIUM

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Set cost-reduction
targets

Materials needed
• Component Cost Overview poster [Template 02.02.01]
• Cost-Reduction Targets poster [Template 02.02.02]

Phase 3

Identify and rank cost-reduction
targets for features and functions,
and calculate potential total
product cost. Summarize results
on a poster.

Phase 4

Method advice
A download link to a template is
provided on the opposite page.
List the specifications for each
component to document that
cost-reduction targets can be
realized.

Phase 2

Step 4

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Design and development personnel
• Production and purchasing personnel

Template download links:

www.smarterinnovation.org/cco
www.smarterinnovation.org/crt
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PHASE 2 – Cost analysis

2.3
Map analysis input
This method draws on the findings from both phase 1
and the previous competitor product analyses. It results
in a clear and strategically prioritized decision about
features and functions to offer in the product under
development.

s
Method outcome

ents including
product improvem
•	List of desired
l benefit
ent and potentia
cost per improvem
based on
lopment targets
•	Strategic deve
uct offerings
pr
competitor od
understanding of
in the market

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Fill in house
of quality

Map analysis
input

Map desired
movement

Fill in the Quality Function
Deployment (“house of quality”)
poster to determine relationships
between customer requirements
and technical requirements.
See instructions on template.

Map product features and functions
to characterize existing product and
repeat for competing products
to allow comparison.
See provided template.

Determine desired strategic movement
relative to competitors and with the
prioritized importance of features in
mind (as determined from the
house of quality).

Method advice
When filling in the house of
quality, make sure to draw
directly from the analyses done
in phases 1 and 2 to make this
process efficient and accurate.

Method advice
Use the same features as identified in the house of quality and
add an estimated relative value
to competing products. Use
results from the functional tests
for accuracy.

Method advice
Use the same template as step
2 to map the movement and
discuss the strategic importance
of how to be placed in relation
to competitors.
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Method evaluation by pilot companies
LOW
MEDIUM

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Set development
targets

Phase 2

Step 4

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Design and development personnel
• Sales and marketing personnel

Materials needed
• Quality Function Deployment (“House of Quality”) 		
poster [Template 02.03.01]
• Map Analysis Input poster [Template 02.03.02]

Phase 3

Identify and rank development
initiatives necessary to achieve
suggested changes.

Phase 4

Method advice
Summarize the results from the
three previous steps, including
cost calculations.

Template download links:

www.smarterinnovation.org/qfd
www.smarterinnovation.org/mai
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2.4
Product search frame
To conclude the first two phases of the process, a
meeting among the entire SMART project team is held
to formulate a list of a few central requirements for the
product under development.

s
Method outcome

ts that the
e key requiremen
• Short list of th
t address
new product mus
mmunicate the
aracterize and co
• A means to ch
stakeholders
y to all relevant
project goals easil

This leads to a search frame that is used as a basis for
generating concept alternatives in the next phase.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Review
analysis

List
requirements

Post search
frame

Go through previous user and
customer research and cost analysis
in a meeting with the entire
SMART project team.

Formulate five to seven key
requirements that describe the
product to be developed.

Document the search frame on a poster
that is kept visible in the War Room.
Each requirement should be described
in no more than one sentence.

Method advice
Appoint different company
stakeholders to present the
primary findings of the first
two phases.

Method advice
The requirements should include
a prototype deadline, cost price
target, and key features needed.
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Method advice
This poster is the starting point
for the third phase of the
SMART process.

PHASE 2 – Cost analysis

Method evaluation by pilot companies
LOW
MEDIUM

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Design and development personnel
• Sales and marketing personnel

Materials needed
• Roll of paper for making search frame poster

Phase 3
Phase 4
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Check

Phase 2
Checklist
Concluding phase 2
SMART phase 2 concludes with a detailed understanding of which features and functions to improve
in the product being developed.
These features and functions are identified and
prioritized based on a series of structured analyses
of both user and customer needs, but also the costs
potentially involved in implementing such features and
functions. Furthermore, the aims for improvement have
been evaluated in a strategic context of competitor
products.
As in the first phase, continue to use the War Room
to document the activities and findings from the cost
analyses. When formulating the search frame, all
previous analyses should be available in the War Room
as posters, pictures, tables and graphs, and such.
Following the formulation of the product search frame,
the process can move directly into phase 3. This move
requires agreeing on a workshop date when the entire
SMART project team can attend.
Phase outcomes
• Detailed understanding of competing products
• Calculation of costs of both company’s own and
competing products
•	Prioritization of features and functions to improve
by understanding effects of manufacturing and cost
•	Strategic positioning of new product in relation to
competitors
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PHASE 2 – Cost analysis

Phase 2 checklist

Procure at least three competing products

Phase 1

Analyse competing products

Complete functional testing of each
Tear down product
Calculate costs of features and functions
Set potential target cost price

Combine user/customer and cost analyses

Complete comparison to competitor offering
Decide strategic relationship to competitors

Phase 2

Identify and rank product features

Formulate search frame

Phase 3
Phase 4
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Phase 3

Concept generation
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PHASE 3 – Concept generation

3.1
Analysis wrap-up
The third phase is about generating concept alternatives. This process is begun by presenting previous
analyses and the search frame.

s
Method outcome

ART project
g by the entire SM
•	Understandin
the product
and rationale for
team of the aims
ent
under developm
peting products
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t
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•

Then the method aims to generate many concrete ideas
based on good solutions from competing products.
Some of these ideas can potentially inspire future
development directions.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Present
findings

Present search
frame

Do competitor
overview

Assign persons to present the
primary activities and findings of
phases 1 and 2, focusing on the
reasons for formulating the
search frame.

Present the search frame to the rest
of the SMART project team to set the
stage for generating solutions.

Go through each competing product
and discuss differences from the
company’s existing product.

Method advice
Repeat the importance of adhering to the search frame to stay
focused.

Method advice
Bring the entire SMART project
team up to speed about how
competitors make their products.

Method advice
If the previous search frame
method has just been defined,
this step can be skipped.
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Method evaluation by pilot companies
LOW

Resources spent

LOW

Expertise required

Phase 1

Method materials

Quality of information

Step 4
Collect ideas

Phase 2

People involved
• Entire SMART project team

Materials needed
• Post-It notes in at least two different colours
• Pens with thick line
• Roll of large paper for posting on wall

Phase 3

On Post-It notes, each person
notes down two positive and
two negative ideas from each
competing product. Ideas are
briefly explained by their creator
and collected on a poster.

Phase 4

Method advice
This method is very useful for
collecting quick and concrete
ideas on how to improve the
product under development.
Ideas from here are kept for
the next method.
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3.2
Idea generation
Next, a lot of ideas should be generated to serve as the
basis for concept generation.

s
Method outcome

An idea generation session is facilitated by one of the
SMART project team members to generate ideas that
reflect the different requirements found in the search
frame.

different 		
ideas that cover
• Many concrete
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aspects of the pr
d cost
user, customer, an
m
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rete solutions
analyses to conc

All four methods in phase 3 can be completed during a
two-to-three-day workshop.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Prepare
idea tracks

Prepare
teams

Generate
ideas

A facilitator is appointed to be in
charge of preparing three to five
tracks of idea generation that
cover the various elements of
the search frame.

The SMART team gathers in the War
Room, and members are given Post-It
notes, one color for each idea track.

The facilitator allows thirty minutes
of idea generation on each track.
Participants note down and sketch
ideas, after which the creator
explains the idea.

Method advice
Each track should contain
sub-elements that will help to
frame the generation of ideas.
E.g. a cost-reduction track could
suggest various product components to generate ideas for.

Method advice
The facilitator emphasizes that
participants are to generate
many ideas and to explain them
to each other. Ideas have to be
concrete—to propose a solution,
not state a need.

Method advice
The facilitator ensures that all
are heard and present their
ideas. People are encouraged not
to judge or criticize but rather to
build on one another’s ideas.
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Method evaluation by pilot companies
MEDIUM
LOW

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• Entire SMART project team

Step 4
Gather
ideas

Materials needed
• Post-It notes in five different colours
• Pens with thick line
• Roll of large paper for posting on wall

Phase 3

The facilitator gathers ideas by
track on a poster on the wall
in the War Room.

Phase 4

Method advice
Because each track has a different Post-It color, the origin of
each idea can be traced later on.
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3.3
Idea evaluation
Immediately following idea generation, the project
leader and representatives from development and
production go through each idea (including those
generated from competing products) to determine
their feasibility and suitability to the project.
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This should only take one or two hours.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Prepare evaluation
matrices

Fill in first
matrix

Fill in second
matrix

Prepare to use the two provided
idea evaluation matrices by
printing them and putting them
on the wall in the same room
as the just-completed idea
generation.

All ideas are evaluated in the
first matrix (see template) by their
fit to the search frame and their value
to users and customers.

Ideas accepted from the first matrix
are evaluated in the second matrix
(see template) according to risk,
resource investment, and strategic fit
to the company.

Method advice
The facilitator should ensure
that ideas are evaluated, as they
will be used for the generation
of concepts immediately after
their evaluation.

Method advice
Ideas evaluated as needing more
work (“Analyze further” quadrant in matrix) may be detailed
further to make them acceptable.

Method advice
The facilitator should instruct
the SMART team members to
evaluate each idea according to
the search frame.
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Method evaluation by pilot companies
MEDIUM

Resources spent

MEDIUM

Expertise required

Phase 1

Method materials

Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Design and development personnel
• Production personnel

Step 4
Post product
morphology

Materials needed
• All previously generated ideas on Post-It notes
•	Idea evaluation matrices [Template 03.03.01 +
03.03.02]
• Roll of paper for generating product morphology

Phase 3

Ideas in the “Work further with”
quadrant in the second matrix are
posted in a product morphology
– a list of product characteristics
used to group the accepted ideas.

Phase 4

Method advice
Ideally, each characteristic
has more than two ideas as
alternatives.

Template download links:

www.smarterinnovation.org/em1
www.smarterinnovation.org/em2
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3.4
Concept formulation
From the sorted and evaluated ideas, a number of concept alternatives
are formulated to describe ways of conceptualizing the product under
development.
The resulting concept posters are used to start the process of concept
detailing and prototype creation.

s
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Name concept
directions

Form
groups

Detail
concepts

The project leader defines
two to four concept directions
that are subject to concept
descriptions.

Divide the SMART project team into
two to four smaller groups that
include participants from different
departments in the company.

For an hour, the groups use the material
from the morphology to combine ideas
into feasible product concepts in the
provided concept poster template.

Method advice
As a rule, the viable concept directions surface naturally as part
of the idea evaluation process —
for example, low-cost concepts,
high-functionality concepts.

Method advice
It is important that each group
has at least one technical
person.
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Method advice
Make use of all concept poster
sections to make a full description of the concept that can be
understood after the workshop
ends.

PHASE 3 – Concept generation

Method evaluation by pilot companies
LOW
MEDIUM

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Step 4
Present
concepts

Phase 2

People involved
• Entire SMART project team

Materials needed
• Product morphology with idea Post-It notes
• Two to four concept posters [Template 03.04.01]

Phase 3

Groups use the poster to present
each concept. Concepts are
presented and discussed to make
a decision on which to proceed
with. Allow at least two concepts to
proceed to detailing.

Phase 4

Method advice
Potentially, all concept alternatives can be combined to
form two new concepts that are
taken further for detailing and
prototyping.
Template download link:

www.smarterinnovation.org/cp
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Check

Phase 3
Checklist
Concluding phase 3
The entire process of generating ideas and concepts
should take place in a continuous two-or-three-day
workshop. It is important that all departments are
represented during the workshop, because it is here
that people propose their solution ideas and influence
the final concepts.
The concept posters resulting from the workshop will
be the starting point for design and development.
Those departments will detail the concepts sufficiently
to generate feasible and useful prototypes to be used
in the fourth and final phase of the SMART process.
This manual does not provide specific methods for
generating prototypes, as companies already have
these, but in the next phase, the methods describe how
the prototype is intended to be used.
Phase outcomes
•	Generation of concrete ideas based on previous
SMART analyses
•	Evaluation of ideas useful for generating concepts
and ideas that have potential in future development
projects
•	Formulation of a few feasible concepts that can be
developed into prototypes for testing with users and
customers.
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Phase 3 checklist

Note ideas from competing products

Phase 1

Present previous analyses

Generate and evaluate ideas
Generate ideas in tracks
Evaluate and sort ideas
Create product morphology

Describe two to three concepts on posters
Present and discuss concepts

Phase 2

Formulate concepts

Decide on final concepts to detail for prototyping

Phase 3
Phase 4
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4.

Phase 4
Prototype testing
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PHASE 4 – Prototype testing

4.1
Use of prototype
The fourth SMART phase is about testing the just-developed prototype. This
is done by applying some of the same methods used in the first phase of the
process, only this time with the prototype in focus. The overall aim is to get
feedback from the same users and customers involved in the first phase.
To begin with, the users are asked to use the prototype while being
observed and filmed.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Arrange
meetings

Record and
observe

Ask questions

Arrange meetings with two to
five or more product users and
customers who participated in
the first phase.

Using a handheld video camera,
record and observe the use of the
prototype. The person not recording
should take notes or make
simple sketches.

Ask the participants open questions
about the prototype use and gradually
start asking questions in relation to
their actual actions with the prototype.

Method advice
A prototype can be in the form of
technical drawings and sketches
as well as a physical mock-up.
Making a physical mock-up is
highly recommended.

Method advice
Let the users and customers
work with no interruptions and
observe. If necessary, ask
participants to simulate the
context of use.
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Method advice
Avoid “why” questions early, as
they tend to close the dialogue.
Instead, ask users to be concrete
in their answers, using “how” or
“what” questions.

PHASE 4 – Prototype testing

Method evaluation by pilot companies
MEDIUM
LOW

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Review

Phase 2

Step 4

People involved
• SMART project leader or design and development 		
person
• Various SMART project team members
• Product users and customers

Materials needed
• New concept prototype
• Handheld video camera
• Pen and paper for note taking

Phase 3

Review and choose key video
segments to show the
SMART project team.

Phase 4

Method advice
Keep all recorded material as
reference for later use.
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4.2
Prototype – traffic light
During the user and customer prototype testing, after the video recordings
have been completed, the participants are asked to fill in the prototype
sheet. This sheet is the same as the one used during phase 1, only this time
the prototype is used to illustrate the concept.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Prepare
prototype sheet

Add coloured
stickers

Discuss
prototype

Prepare the prototype sheet
with pictures of the prototype,
including enlarged product
details/features that are
important to the participant.
Prepare to record the entire
session on video.

Ask participants to add green,
yellow, or red stickers to the various
prototype details. Follow up by
asking them to elaborate on why a
specific sticker colour was chosen.

Encourage participants to add written
notes to the sheet to explain why
something is negative or positive.
Engage in a discussion by asking followup questions and probe for potential
improvements to the prototype.

Method advice
Use pictures of the prototype or
technical drawings to represent
the concept.
Use the prototype sheet in the
same room as the physical
prototype, if possible.

Method advice
Instruct participants in the meanings of the sticker colours: Red
for negative, yellow for neutral,
green for positive aspects of the
prototype.
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Method advice
During this step, is it crucial to
get the participants to open up
about prototype details and to
make suggestions on how to
improve the concept.

PHASE 4 – Prototype testing

Method evaluation by pilot companies
MEDIUM
LOW

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Review
and collect

Bring prototype sheets back to
the War Room for posting on
the wall for all to see.
Use recordings to add to those
found useful in method 4.1.

Phase 4

Method advice
The video recordings are
useful for later reviewing what
participants said about the
prototype and especially for
conveying findings internally in
the company.

Phase 3

Materials needed
• Prepared prototype sheets for participants
[Template 04.02.01]
• Red, yellow, and green stickers
• Handheld video camera
• Pen and paper for note taking

Phase 2

Step 4

People involved
•	SMART project leader or design and development
person
• Various SMART project team members
• Product users and customers

Template download link:

www.smarterinnovation.org/ps
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4.3
Prototype evaluation
This method reintroduces the competitor landscape used
in the first phase of SMART. This time, the matrix is used
to compare the prototype to competing products.
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Because time has passed since the first customer visits,
this method also gives an opportunity to identify new
competitors on the market.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Make the matrix

Competitor
placement

Future
developments

Produce a two-by-two matrix
with price and functionality on
the axes and make cutouts to
represent products.

Ask the customers to label the cutouts
with the names of important products
(both yours and competing) in the
market and place them in the matrix.

Ask the customers to place the
prototype product in the matrix and
have them explain and elaborate on
changes from the old product.

Method advice
To avoid ending up with all
products placed in the middle of
the matrix, ask the customers to
emphasize the differences among
the products.

Method advice
Make sure to be open to any
new competing products or other
news on the market since the
first meeting with the customers.

Method advice
This is just like using the
landscape in phase 1, only this
time the prototype replaces the
existing product.
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Method evaluation by pilot companies
LOW

Resources spent

LOW

Expertise required

Phase 1

Method materials

Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• SMART project leader
• Various SMART project team members
• Product customers

Materials needed
• Future competitor landscape matrix
[Template 04.03.01]
• Cutouts to represent products/manufacturers
[Template 04.03.02]

Phase 3
Phase 4

Template download links:

www.smarterinnovation.org/fcl1
www.smarterinnovation.org/fcl2
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4.4
Feedback prioritisation
The final step of the SMART process is a collective meeting
where the entire SMART team participates. During this
meeting, the prototype feedback is gone through and
used to make a decision on which changes to make to the
prototype before continuing the product development
process.
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This method marks the end of the SMART process.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Discuss
feedback

Prioritise
feedback

Decide
on changes

Go through the materials from
testing the prototype — the
video recordings, the prototype
sheets, and the updated
competitor landscape
— and discuss the findings.

Compare with previous user and
customer analyses (for example,
method 2.3, Analysis input mapping)
to determine and prioritize the
importance of findings from
prototype testing.

Make decisions on which changes to
implement now and which to consider
for future product generations.

Method advice
Make sure to respect the
feedback provided by users
and customers. Also respect the
feedback if it is in conflict with
assumptions or expectations.

Method advice
Keep the original user and
customer input in mind and
evaluate if there are conflicts
with feedback received from
prototype use.
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Method advice
If necessary, consult the cost
analysis to determine the consequences of making changes to
the prototype.

PHASE 4 – Prototype testing

Method evaluation by pilot companies
LOW
MEDIUM

Phase 1

Method materials

Resources spent
Expertise required
Quality of information

Phase 2

People involved
• Entire SMART project team

Materials needed
• Materials from prototype testing with users and
customers
• Materials in the War Room from previous analyses

Phase 3
Phase 4
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Check

Phase 4
Checklist
Concluding phase 4
The fourth phase of the SMART process reintroduces
methods to test and validate the generated concepts
through the use of prototypes. Finally, the phase
reviews feedback on the concepts from users and
customers. This feedback is evaluated by drawing
on the conclusions from the previous analyses (from
phases 1 and 2) to determine the specifications of the
concept to detail.
This phase marks the end of the SMART process and
the transition to other development processes and
methods used in the individual company.
The next and final section of the manual describes how
the SMART process and principles can influence the
organization long term, outlines result achieved by the
pilot companies, and gives further advice on how to
implement the SMART process.
Phase outcomes
•	Collection of feedback on the quality of developed
concepts from testing using prototypes with real
users and customers
•	Evaluation of the performance of the new product
concept in comparison to competing products
•	Prioritization of feedback and decision on how to
proceed with the product concept
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Phase 4 checklist

Record and observe prototype in use

Phase 1

Observe prototype testing

Get specific feedback on new features
Learn about new market placements

Decide on changes to implement
Present findings from prototype testing
Prioritize feedback

Proceed with product development process

Phase 2

Decide on changes to implement

Phase 3
Phase 4
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5.

SMART
Outcomes
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SMART
process results
A secondary outcome of the SMART process is the potential
for the company to learn about new ways to collaborate
across disciplines and departments within the company that
allow for a more effective development process.

Expected outcomes
By successfully completing the SMART process, companies
can expect to generate new product concepts that have
been developed based on a thorough understanding of the
value a product delivers to the users and customers, while
knowing associated costs. For the pilot companies, this resulted in product concepts that can offer the necessary features at lower costs or products that significantly improve
features while retaining the same cost price.

Source: Interviews with pilot company project leaders

Pilot company results

After SMART

Concept 1:
•	Significantly reduced cost
price
•	30 to 40 percent fewer parts
•	Same functionality and value
to customers
Concept 2:
•	Substantially improved functionality
•	Same cost price

•	Experience with usable tools
and methods that suit existing development projects
•	Knowledge of how to apply
the SMART process to get to
the solution fast
•	Acquisition of concrete concepts for reducing the cost of
product elements
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•	A low-cost concept with key
features maintained
•	Improved product offering to
market
•	Greater understanding of
the early phases of product
development, especially production and purchasing
•	Concrete methods to understand users and customers as
well as product costing

Integrating SMART into existing
development processes

SMART company
reflections

Following the final phase of the SMART process,
existing methods and processes from the companies
are used to complete concept detailing and production
ramp-up.

A key learning for the pilot companies was related
to the effect of using the War Room as a frame for
project meetings and presentations. It was particularly underlined how the presence and visualization
of analyses for both users and customers as well as
cost analyses allowed decisions to be made during
meetings based directly on real data. This ensured
that decisions were not based on possibly wrong
assumptions or estimates.

However, the general SMART principles are intended
to be used in these further processes, underlining the
qualities of the SMART principles:
•	Cross-disciplinary collaboration that ensures a
common understanding of project goals and a
frame for documenting analyses and making good
decisions among the important internal stakeholders in the company
•	Keeping analyses visible and easy to understand to
support stronger arguments and better decisions
based on the understanding of actual user and
customer needs and affiliated costs

Because a cross-disciplinary team of internal
stakeholders was involved in the project, a greater
common understanding of the issues at the different
stages of product development was achieved. For
example, in one pilot company, the SMART process
helped a sales person realize the important tradeoffs involved in offering a particular product feature,
which improved communication with R&D.

Integration with existing processes
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Further reading
Books

Frugal Innovation:
How to do more with less

Engineering Design:
A Systematic Approach

Authors: Navi Radjou and
Jaideep Prabhu
Year: 2015
Publisher: Profile Books Ltd

Authors: Gerhard Pahl, W. Beitz, Jörg
Feldhusen and Karl-Heinrich Grote
Year: 2007
Publisher: Springer-Verlag London

QFD: Quality Function
Deployment - Integrating
Customer Requirements
into Product Design

Product Design: Techniques
in Reverse Engineering and
New Product Development
Authors: Kevin Otto and Kristin Wood
Year: 2000
Publisher: Prentice Hall

Author: Yoji Akao
Year: 2004
Publisher: Taylor & Francis

Reverse Innovation:
Create far from home,
win everywhere

Design with Video:
Focusing the user-centred
design process

Authors: Vijay Govindarajan and
Chris Trimble
Year: 2012
Publisher: Harvard Business Review
Press

Authors: Salu Pekka Ylirisku and
Jacob Buur
Year: 2007
Publisher: Springer-Verlag London

Scientific articles
A. Griffin and J. R. Hauser, “The voice of the customer,” Marketing Science 12 (1993): 1–27.
T. Hall, S. Beecham, and A. Rainer, “Requirements problems in twelve software companies: An empirical analysis,”
IEEE Proceedings—Software 149 (2002): 153–160.
R. Tiwari, and C. Herstatt, “Frugal innovation: A global networks’ perspective,” Unternehmung 66 (2012): 245–274.
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